General practice—time for a new definition
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After some 30 years of medical development focusing largely on hospitals, organ specialisation, and high technology, the 1960s saw the revitalisation of general practice (in some countries known as family practice—see note at the end of the article), allowing this field of medicine to develop into a cornerstone of the healthcare system. At the end of the millennium academic general practice is now established in all developed countries. General practice is recognised as a special discipline and in many countries as a medical specialty equally important as and complementary to other specialties. Participation in specific training programmes has therefore become mandatory for anyone who wishes to become a specialist in this field.

The time has come to reflect on the education of general practitioners, which depends on the scientific content of general practice. A proper starting point is to consider the ideal content of the discipline as it would be described in a definition.

Old definitions of general practice

Many definitions of primary care and general practice have been proposed. One of the most frequently quoted is the Leeuwenhorst definition from 1974: “The general practitioner is a licensed medical graduate who gives personal, primary and continuing care to individuals, families and a practice population irrespective of age, sex and illness. It is the synthesis of these functions which is unique.” Other definitions also focus on the patient as an individual in a family and cultural context, continuity of care, and the sustained relationship with patients. Hence most textbooks describe the particulars of the general practitioner in terms of working methods such as continuity, comprehensiveness, work in a society (or even in patients’ homes), a family approach, and good communication.

Summary points

It is time to create a new definition of general practice based on the ideal content of the specialty

Any new definition should describe the core content and function of general practice and should supplement the description of the medical discipline.

It should also be universal, not country specific.

It should provide a framework for teaching and training and describe where to find evidence to support science based work.

A new proposed definition fulfils these criteria, emphasising the need for general practitioners to be able to take a biomedical, psychological, and social approach to patients and their problems.

general practice gave prominence to systems, settings, and methods creating opportunities for good general practice.

We question whether these dimensions in themselves distinguish between those doctors who are general practitioners and those who are not. Not only that, but they may hamper change and promote failure. They are rooted in a model of long term, full time, year round service in a stable community. Although rewarding for the doctor, this is a difficult role, with high personal and social costs for doctors in a modern society.

We contend that many definitions confuse the setting with the role and the person. They do not help us in defining the academic agenda for universities or...
A definition of general practice should:

- Describe the core content and function of the discipline to identify the specific characteristics of the clinical work
- Be supplementary to the description of the medical discipline and accept that overlaps exist between many medical specialties
- Be universal, independent of country specific systems, settings, or working methods
- Provide a framework for the content of teaching and training
- Describe where evidence must be sought to develop the best science based core function

Why should we define the discipline?

Definitions may set the boundaries to delineate one field from others, but this is difficult for medical specialties, which inevitably have unclear overlapping boundaries. It is more important to define the centre of the discipline positively, necessarily accepting the overlap with what is required of good doctors in other fields. The definition then provides a framework for research, teaching, and development (box).

We may therefore ask what makes the difference between a surgeon or a young trainee doctor working in the front line and a specialist in general practice. In some countries healthcare systems prevent an individual general practitioner from giving continuity of care. Does this imply that these doctors cannot be good specialists in general practice? Is a doctor who is working in a healthcare system in which he or she is unable to give comprehensive primary care for paediatric or gynaecological problems not a proper general practitioner?

In parts of the world general practitioners may work in specific situations—for example, in emergency departments or in pain clinics—adding new dimensions to care even though there is minimal continuity, longitudinal care, family approach, or comprehensive care. In these cases the doctor is still performing specific functions as a specially trained general practitioner. Even in these restricted settings, the general practitioner reaches an understanding of the patient and his or her illness on the basis not only of symptoms and signs but of social and psychological factors relating to the patient and his or her background.

Each consultation may be like a frame from a film, with each sickness episode like a scene in the film, but good general practitioners are aware that these are merely excerpts from the overall drama, and they consider them as part of the total background in their decision making. Each person is treated not as a biomedical entity alone, but rather as a unique member of society.

General practitioners are aware of their role as key providers and organisers of services within the entire healthcare system, ensuring that needs are met, even if it is not always they who meet these needs.

A new definition

We believe that the time is now ripe for a more widely applicable and generalisable definition (box). Our suggested definition emphasises the core content of the discipline and the fields where the general practitioner should function as a scientifically well founded and personally capable clinician or specialist. The definition therefore has implications for research and teaching and potentially for the entire organisation of the healthcare system.

Adequate training must be provided for general practitioners to help them to become responsible members of the healthcare system. Furthermore general practitioners must honour the concept of equity—that is, giving patients equal access to equal services for equal needs—while paying attention to the need for setting medical priorities and showing due responsibility for appropriate use of resources. This is best achieved in systems that offer controlled access to specialists, preferably secured via a “gatekeeping” system staffed by general practitioners who know their duties and limitations. Where gatekeeping roles do not exist, a very important function is still to help patients to choose and obtain appropriate care from different parts of the system. Moreover, the definition implies that a general practitioner’s attention and effort must embrace the entire field of care—from prevention through detection of the first symptom to eventual palliation. This must be reflected in a balanced research agenda and training curriculum.

The sciences underlying the proposed biopsychosocial approach are crucial. General practitioners should at any time be able to take an explicit, simultaneous, and interactive scientific approach to a problem from any of these three perspectives (biomedical, psychological, and social), and they should be able to combine these approaches to reach a full understanding.

Much good primary care research has focused on the biomedical aspect of illnesses as they present in primary care, and the ability to handle the biomedical component is evidently necessary for any general practitioner. However, general practitioners know that elements of the patient’s personality and his or her relations to society have a major role in disease and illness. These elements should be taught, but teaching the psychological and social aspects of medical care still rests more on common sense than on hard evidence.

Suggested new definition of general practice

“The general practitioner is a specialist trained to work in the front line of a healthcare system and to take the initial steps to provide care for any health problem(s) that patients may have. The general practitioner takes care of individuals in a society, irrespective of the patient’s type of disease or other personal and social characteristics, and organises the resources available in the healthcare system to the best advantage of the patients. The general practitioner engages with autonomous individuals across the fields of prevention, diagnosis, cure, care, and palliation, using and integrating the sciences of biomedicine, medical psychology, and medical sociology.”
We must therefore ask ourselves what the necessary scientific core curriculum is for general practitioners within the fields of medical psychology and medical sociology. How can this lead to applied knowledge and skills in the general practice setting? In what areas can we simply adapt the theories and evidence of these academic disciplines, and in what areas do we also need to consider new scientific evidence based on our own research?

General practitioners are sometimes sceptical about the concept of evidence based medicine. One reason is that many have not realised that general practitioners themselves can create methodologically sound evidence within most of the different parts of the core contents of the discipline. Evidence is not limited to the biomedical aspects and certainly not to randomised controlled studies. An evidence based scientific approach is feasible in most cases when addressing concepts like continuity of care, communication skills, coping, empowerment, enabling, health beliefs, health promotion (“salutogenesis”), somatisation of feelings, and personality traits. The general practitioner must acquire knowledge from the fields of medical sociology and anthropology to enable him or her to diagnose how patients’ conditions are shaped by their culture, family, and others in their networks and relations with society at large, including their working environments. This knowledge should be explicit, scientifically based, and theoretically sound and should be understood to a degree where it can be turned into appropriate clinical skills in diagnosis, cure, care, and palliation. This is not easy and requires work—hard but necessary if science is to be the basis of clinical work in general practice.

Tools and methods

The broad approach advocated above implies that today’s focus on diagnosis must give way partially to a more patient-centred approach, which should be reflected in research, teaching, training, and daily clinical work. Patients are unique and autonomous and experience life from their own perspective. In referring to this, our proposed definition implies that we need greater academic insight into such areas as medical ethics. Such insight will emerge only if we deploy theories and knowledge from the humanities while at the same time pursuing new strands of research and learning tailored to clinical life in general practice. This process is not yet reflected in the training of general practitioners.

General practitioners have responsibility for optimising the total use of healthcare resources to ensure the best possible access for those in need of care. Policy settings promote or limit the roles and activities of general practitioners, often in unexpected ways. Policy can be improved only if the role of general practitioners in the population is fully appreciated, and members of the specialty must therefore undertake health services research, elucidating their perspectives on healthcare organisation, management, and economics.

A new academic agenda

Our suggested definition will suit the agenda of some research institutions well but may require substantial rethinking in most teaching settings. The core curriculum should be balanced and scientific and address all the core aspects of the specialty of general practice. This would result in all new general practitioners receiving relevant scientifically based learning in the disciplines of health services theory, setting of medical priorities, psychology, sociology, and ethics, as well as up to date learning in the well defined biomedical parts of their job (box).

The research agenda following from the definition demands the use of existing biomedical methods but would also require adoption of old—or even the development of new humanistic—research methods, and this must be reflected in teaching and learning research methods. All students and young doctors learn some quantitative research methods in epidemiology and statistics. In addition they must understand humanistic research methods and their outcomes, which must therefore be incorporated into undergraduate curriculums and later in specialist training for general practice. As a part of this promotion of a balanced methodological agenda, general practitioners have to find better ways of reporting their qualitative research in the general journals appearing in the recognised medical indexes, so that readers worldwide have access to valid new knowledge.

If doctors recognise and accept the suggested definition they should ideally look for ways to change their
work pattern, to undertake this balanced, personal, and explicitly broad approach to their patients and their problems. More than other doctors, general practitioners would also see the need for evidence-based training in consultation and communication skills, though such teaching and training is needed by all physicians in clinical work.8–10 11–13

It is time to embrace the new definition and to work for the goals that follow from it. The first step is to revitalise the discussion about the research agenda, the core curriculum, and the scientific contents of teaching in the general practice specialty.

We use the terms general practitioner and general practice in relation to the specialty of the “front line” doctor, though we know that some countries use the term family medicine, in part to avoid negative connotations associated with poorly trained general practitioners. We use the term specialist in general practice because it is used in many countries to assert the equality of trained general practitioners with other clinical doctors, though we know that some countries, including the United Kingdom, use the term specialist as a semantic opposite to the term generalist.
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When I use a word …

Modern English abuse

When Henry Watson Fowler published his Dictionary of Modern English Usage in 1926 he could hardly have foreseen how popular it would become as a source of information about grammar, rhetoric, punctuation, spelling, and other matters related to written and spoken English. The first edition, reprinted many times, was followed by a second, edited by Ernest Gowers in 1963, and a third, edited by Robert Burchfield in 1986.

Apart from the fact that Burchfield chronicles the ways in which our use of language has changed since Fowler and Gowers, his edition differs in one major aspect—it is descriptive rather than prescriptive or proscriptive. Whereas his predecessors told us what we ought to do, Burchfield uses his large corpus of examples to tell us what we actually do. And although he often shows approval or disapproval, or states his own preferences, he generally yields to common usage, rather than to rigid rules, as the arbiter of correctness. For instance, Fowler preferred Briticism to Briticism, labelling the latter a barbarism; Burchfield simply comments that Briticism is now the more usual term in scholarly work. Of course, Fowler and Gowers are not always rigid, nor Burchfield always permissive, but the emphasis has changed.

Burchfield’s text is as authoritative as Fowler’s was. But his New Fowler is marred by a poor grasp of medicine and science. Take some examples. “Vacinate,” he writes, “is technically synonymous with inoculate, but in practice tends to be restricted to mean inoculate [against] smallpox.” But it is the wrong way round: vaccinate technically (or at least etymologically) means to inoculate against smallpox using cowpox, but is nowadays used to mean to inoculate against any infectious disease.

Elsewhere Burchfield correctly writes that in an geometrical progression—for example, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, etc. But he then says that sometimes a geometrical progression can be used to indicate a slow rate of increase—0.00001, 0.00002, 0.00003, 0.00008, etc. To be fair to Burchfield, he has made a valiant attempt to simplify the corresponding entry by Fowler, which is hard to fathom. But he perpetuates Fowler’s mistake, in failing to appreciate that these two geometrical progressions grow at exactly the same rate, presumably misled by the smallness of the absolute increments in the latter.

Burchfield’s description of a calorie is oversimplified and he makes no mention of the joule. Calor isium is described as the normal word for a white person “in American English (but rarely elsewhere),” ignoring its widespread use in the world scientific literature. He defines the centigrade scale as one in which water freezes at 32° and boils at 212°, Celsius he defines correctly, Fahrenheit he omits (although he defines it under Celsius), and Kelvin he includes simply to note its pronunciation. And gram, he says, is “a physiological term.” But Burchfield’s most curious solecism is in his explanation of the medical titles Mr and Dr. “In Britain,” he writes “a surgeon is normally addressed as Mr + surname, but in Scotland Dr is used for both physicians and surgeons.” Having read this I thought that Burchfield must have uncritically copied Fowler and Gowers, but in fact neither of them made this assertion—it is Burchfield’s alone, and I don’t think that it was ever true. But perhaps he knows something about the intentions of the Scottish Assembly that the rest of us do not.

Jeff Aronson clinical pharmacologist, Oxford
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